
PORTABLE UNBLOCKING UNITS

CJ-1E

CJ-2B



The CJ-1E is a high-pressure mobile unit ideal for cleaning and unblocking 30 to 120 mm 
pipes or pipelines.Equipped with 4-pole 2.2 kW electric motor, it can be used inside homes or 
commercial premises for unblocking sinks and toilets, as well as garden sumps. The LW-K Comet 
pump with Easy Start and Pulse device, provides utmost reliability and washing efficiency. 

The CJ-1E can be used in both vertical and horizontal mode and the Total Stop device switches 
it off when not in use. The sturdy plastic casings and the large wheels make it extra strong and 
easy to move about.

The CJ-2B is a professional high-pressure mobile unit for washing and 
unblocking 40 to 200 mm pipes and pipelines. Ideal for cleaning and 
servicing sewage pipes and domestic pipes, cesspools, tanks and 
industrial drains. The powerful 8.7 kW petrol-driven Honda motor, 
together with the Comet TW PREMIUM pump featuring a gearbox, 
provide very high performance and reliability over time.

This unit represents the OPTIMAL solution for professionals seeking 
an effective, efficient and adaptable machine capable of operating in               
heavy-duty conditions, thanks also to the sturdy steel frame, and large 
wheels with tyres.

Models MAX MAX

mm l/min bar Motor type Pump kg cm

CJ-1E 30 - 120 12 110 4-pole electric 
2.2 kW

LW-K 
Comet 40 54x44x68

CJ-2B 40 - 200 32 130 Honda Petrol 
8.7 kW

Comet TW 
Premium + 
Gearbox

80 116x58x71

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Models

H.P. Pipe Nozzles Accessories

CJ-1E 30 mt - 1/4’’ 2 pcs. 1/4’’ F Gun with washing lance

CJ-2B 30 mt - 3/8’’
10 mt - 3/16’’

2 pcs. 3/8’’ F
1 pcs. 1/8’’ Gun with washing lance

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

P O R T A B L E  U N B L O C K I N G  U N I T S

CJ-1E

CJ-2B
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